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As the Trump-Netanyahu conspiracy to destroy the indigenous people of former Palestine
gathers pace: as the numbers of unemployed and starving in Gaza increase by the hour: as
those without electricity,  food and shelter reach crisis  point:  as disease and contagion
spread  –  the  world  watches  in  silence  as  long-established,  vital  humanitarian  aid  is
arbitrarily  cancelled  by  Trump  upon  the  demand  of  Israeli  Prime  Minister  Binyamin
Netanyahu, thereby directly threatening the existence of nearly two million Palestinians in
Gaza.

In a scenario reminiscent of other notorious examples of ethnic cleansing, the Likud – White
House initiative to destroy an entire people is  today being carried out as more illegal
settlements are authorised by the Netanyahu government on occupied Palestinian land in
open violation and contempt of international law and the will of the United Nations.

The entire US-Israeli operation is a criminal endeavour by a White House under the open
influence  and  funding  of  a  cohort  of  evangelical  Christians  and  other  Zionists  who  bank-
rolled the Trump Presidency using millions of casino dollars and who now act in concert on
behalf of the Israel lobby to destroy the Palestinian people and the establishment of a
Palestinian state.

The  EU  and  the  U.N.  Security  Council  must  act  now  to  stop  this  program of  ethnic
cleansing.   The first action should be to stop all trade with the Israeli state unless or until it
complies in full  with UNSC Resolution 2334; dismantles its illegal settlements and have
those of its citizens in the Occupied Territories repatriated to Israel as demanded by the
United Nations.

*

Hans Stehling (pen name) is an analyst based in the UK. He is a frequent contributor to
Global Research.
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